1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

Properties of crystalline materials depend not only on their compositions but also on their crystal structures. Different crystal structures can be produced by changing their generation conditions. Under high pressure, there are cases where structures that are not very stable under ambient pressure can be formed. Therefore, crystals formed under high pressures can exhibit properties that are not seen in structures formed under ordinary pressures.^[@ref1],[@ref2]^

For example, graphite is the most stable structure of the carbon crystal at ordinary temperatures and pressures, while diamond, another carbon crystal structure, is formed at the mantle of the earth where the pressure is much higher than that on the surface. In addition to these two, various carbon crystal structures have been discovered either experimentally or theoretically.^[@ref3],[@ref4]^ Especially, Cco-C~8~ (or *Z*-carbon),^[@ref5],[@ref6]^*M*-carbon,^[@ref7]^ and bc8^[@ref8]^ have been reported as stable crystal structures under high pressures.

To compute a property of a crystal, one must identify its structure first. Therefore, methods that can predict crystal structures under arbitrary pressures are required. Such a computational method is particularly useful when conditions that are difficult to realize in a laboratory is considered. In this context, the first-principles crystal structure prediction has been one of the active fields. To date, various methods have been developed and successfully applied to various systems.^[@ref9]−[@ref14]^ Recently, we developed the PBC/SC-AFIR method^[@ref15]^ by combining the single-component artificial force induced reaction (SC-AFIR) method^[@ref16]−[@ref19]^ and periodic boundary conditions (PBCs). The PBC/SC-AFIR method enables a systematic, unbiased search for stable crystal structures without requiring any previous knowledge.

In this study, a systematic search for crystal structures under high pressure was performed for the C~8~ unit cell by the PBC/SC-AFIR method. The previous version was able to conduct searches only under zero pressure. In this study, we have newly implemented an algorithm to explore crystal structures under arbitrary pressures. The PBC/SC-AFIR search at 100 GPa generated 710 crystal structures automatically. Furthermore, several structures that exhibited higher density than diamond were discovered as high-lying structures. We also performed a PBC/SC-AFIR search at zero pressure as a reference and compared the two results.

2. Results and Discussion {#sec2}
=========================

By the PBC/SC-AFIR method, 982 and 710 carbon crystal structures were generated under 0 and 100 GPa, respectively. The enthalpy distribution of the obtained structures with respect to volume is shown in [Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}. The most stable 10 structures under each pressure are shown in [Figures [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} and [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, where the *n*th lowest crystal structure under *p* GPa is labeled as **MIN*n***^***p*GPa**^.

![Enthalpy distribution of the obtained structures with respect to volume for 0 (○) and 100 GPa (●).](ao0c01709_0001){#fig1}

![Ten most stable carbon crystal structures under 0 GPa. The names of the structures, space groups, relative enthalpies, and volume are shown in the labels. Translation vectors (TVs) are shown as red, green, and blue lines. Atoms in a unit cell are highlighted by the ball model.](ao0c01709_0002){#fig2}

![Ten most stable carbon crystal structures under 100 GPa. The names of structures, space groups, relative enthalpies, and volume are shown in the labels. The reference of enthalpy is diamond under 0 GPa. TVs are shown as red, green, and blue lines. Atoms in a unit cell are highlighted by the ball model.](ao0c01709_0003){#fig3}

In the case of 0 GPa, the volume of the structures was widely distributed from 5.593 to 13.641 Å^3^/atoms, as seen in [Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}. The most stable regions are the diamond region (around 5.593 Å^3^/atoms) and graphite region (around 7.755 Å^3^/atoms). In this calculation level, diamond is a little more stable than graphite because of the computational error. The error is small as the energy gap between graphite and diamond is only 0.13 eV/atoms even in more reliable density functional theory (DFT) result.^[@ref20],[@ref21]^ Taking the small computational error into account, we do not discuss small energy differences among obtained structures. Instead, we discuss variations of structural trends caused by the large pressure change (0--100 GPa).

At 0 GPa, diamond (**MIN0**^**0GPa**^, \#1 in SACADA^4^), 12R-diamond^[@ref22]^ (**MIN1**^**0GPa**^, \#209 in SACADA^4^), and lonsdaleite (**MIN2**^**0GPa**^, \#37 in SACADA^4^) were found as structures with low volume. Graphite with different stacking patterns was obtained as **MIN3**^**0GPa**^--**MIN10**^**0GPa**^ with a volume of ∼7.8 Å^3^/atoms, where these eight can be classified into A--B and A--B--C stacking types but differ slightly to each other probably because of computational errors arisen from differences in representations of cells. Cco-C~8~ (or *Z*-carbon)^[@ref5],[@ref6]^ (**MIN11**^**0GPa**^, \#141 in SACADA^4^), oC16^[@ref23]^ (**MIN12**^**0GPa**^, \#210 in SACADA^4^), *M*-carbon^[@ref7]^ (**MIN13**^**0GPa**^, \#224 in SACADA^4^), F-carbon^[@ref24]−[@ref30]^ (**MIN14**^**0GPa**^, \#225 in SACADA^4^), and 8-tetra(2,2) tubulane (or bct-C~4~)^[@ref31]−[@ref39]^ (**MIN15**^**0GPa**^, \#60 in SACADA^4^) were also obtained as low energy structures. The results of the search at 0 GPa well correspond to our previous results reported in ref ([@ref15]). The search generated almost all structures registered in SACADA^4^ in 2017 that can be represented by C~8~ unit cells. Furthermore, as reported in ref ([@ref15]), the search discovered many new crystal structures that were not registered in SACADA in 2017. One exception was 4H-diamond,^[@ref41],[@ref44]^ and both present and previous searches did not find this structure. This is because our algorithm restricts the search to areas in which the shape of the cell is not very far from cubic. 4H-diamond has an elongated cell that is far from cubic structures and is located at the boundary where the restriction comes effective. In addition, structures that cannot be written in a C~8~ unit cell, such as T12^[@ref27],[@ref42]^ and *W*-carbon,^[@ref43]^ were not obtained in the present search.

In the case of 100 GPa, compact structures were obtained as low energy ones. The volume of obtained structures distributed from 4.746 to 6.115 Å^3^/atoms is shown in [Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}. Structures with small volumes were relatively stable because of the *PV* term in the enthalpy. At 100 GPa, two diamond structures described by different unit cells (**MIN0**^**100GPa**^ and **MIN1**^**100GPa**^, \#1 in SACADA^4^) were the most stable, where these two are structurally almost identical but differ slightly in energy (∼0.059 eV/unit-cell) probably because of computational errors arisen from differences in representations of cells. 4H-diamond^[@ref41],[@ref44]^ (**MIN2**^**100GPa**^, \#111 in SACADA^4^), 12R-diamond^[@ref22]^ (**MIN3**^**100GPa**^, \#209 in SACADA^4^), and lonsdaleite (**MIN4**^**100GPa**^, \#37 in SACADA^4^) were also obtained. Cco-C~8~ (or *Z*-carbon)^[@ref5],[@ref6]^ (**MIN5**^**100GPa**^, \#141 in SACADA^4^), *M*-carbon^[@ref7]^ (**MIN6**^**100GPa**^, \#224 in SACADA^4^), F-carbon^[@ref24]−[@ref30]^ (**MIN7**^**100GPa**^, \#225 in SACADA^4^), oC16^[@ref23]^ (**MIN8**^**100GPa**^, \#210 in SACADA^4^), and *C*2/*m*-16^[@ref40]^ (**MIN9**^**100GPa**^, \#186 in SACADA^4^) were also found in the lower energy region. Compared to the results of 0 GPa, all structures except for 4H-diamond (**MIN2**^**100GPa**^) and *C*2/*m*-16 (**MIN9**^**100GPa**^) are also seen in [Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}. Although 4H-diamond is one of stable structures at 0 GPa, it was excluded from our search objective because of our computational setting avoiding cells that are elongated toward one direction as discussed above. On the other hand, *C*2/*m*-16 was found also in the search at 0 GPa as **MIN16**^**0GPa**^.

At 0 GPa, diamond showed the smallest volume. In contrast, under 100 GPa, four types of structures exhibited smaller volume than diamond. The volume and enthalpy of these structures are shown in [Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="other"}](#tbl1){ref-type="other"}. Among them, **MIN70**^**100GPa**^ is known as r8^[@ref42],[@ref45]^ (\#122 in SACADA^4^), and **MIN38**^**100GPa**^ is known as bc8^[@ref8]^ (\#20 in SACADA^4^), as reported in the literature. To the best of our knowledge, the other structures have not been reported. Their structures are shown in various ways in [Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}. **MIN99**^**100GPa**^ showed the smallest volume among all obtained structures. The phonon dispersion shows that **MIN99**^**100GPa**^ is a local minimum structure ([Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). The space group of this structure is *I*2~1~2~1~2~1~. This structure is composed only of sp^3^ carbons and has five-membered rings. The band structure shown in [Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} suggests that this structure is an insulator with a band gap of 6.6 eV. Another new structure is **MIN227**^**100GPa**^. The phonon dispersion shows that **MIN227**^**100GPa**^ is a local minimum structure ([Figure [7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). This structure has a little larger volume than bc8 but has a smaller volume than diamond. The space group of this structure is *F*222. This structure is also composed only of sp^3^ carbon and has some distorted sp^3^ carbon; one of the C--C--C angles is 134.0°. The band structure shown in [Figure [8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}](#fig8){ref-type="fig"} suggests that this structure is also an insulator with a band gap of 8.0 eV. These structures are less stable than diamond at 100 GPa, and **MIN99**^**100GPa**^ was found to become more stable than diamond only at a pressure of 2.4 TPa or higher at the present computational level. Interestingly, both of the new structures **MIN99**^**100GPa**^ and **MIN227**^**100GPa**^ have known topologies, 4,4,4T4715-HZ and 4,4,4,4,4T248559-HZ, respectively, for hypothetical zeolites.^[@ref46]^

![Views along the *a* axis (a), *b* axis (b), and *c* axis (c) and the unit cell (d) of **MIN99**^**100GPa**^ and **MIN227**^**100GPa**^. TVs are shown as red, green, and blue lines.](ao0c01709_0004){#fig4}

![Phonon dispersion of **MIN99**^**100GPa**^.](ao0c01709_0005){#fig5}

![Band structure of **MIN99**^**100GPa**^. The Fermi level is shown by a green line.](ao0c01709_0006){#fig6}

![Phonon dispersion of **MIN227**^**100GPa**^.](ao0c01709_0007){#fig7}

![Band structure of **MIN227**^**100GPa**^. The Fermi level is shown by a green line.](ao0c01709_0008){#fig8}

###### Volume, Enthalpy, and Space Group of Structures of Six Smallest Volumes

                                   volume \[Å^3^/atoms\]   enthalpy \[eV/atoms\]   space group
  -------------------------------- ----------------------- ----------------------- -----------------
  **MIN99**^**100GPa**^            4.746                   4.25                    *I*2~1~2~1~2~1~
  **MIN70**^**100GPa**^ (r8)       4.751                   4.11                    *R*3̅
  **MIN38**^**100GPa**^ (bc8)      4.753                   3.97                    *Ia*3
  **MIN227**^**100GPa**^           4.762                   4.51                    *F*222
  **MIN0**^**100GPa**^ (diamond)   4.896                   3.24                    *Fd*3̅*m*

In this study, we performed a global search in which very high energy structures such as **MIN227**^**100GPa**^ were also targeted and demonstrated that the present method can predict unknown structures even for carbon for which numerous precedent studies exist. Such an exhaustive search requires huge computational costs even for small unit cells, and its application to systems of much larger cells is not straightforward. On the other hand, various options are available in the SC-AFIR method: limiting structural patterns, energy ranges, barrier ranges, and so forth.^[@ref19]^ By using these options, larger unit cells could be adopted. In the future, such applications will be incorporated to systems for which even low-lying structures are unknown.

3. Conclusions {#sec3}
==============

In this study, the PBC/SC-AFIR method was applied to the enthalpy (*E* + *PV*) surface to explore crystal structures under an arbitrary pressure. This approach was applied to the carbon crystal described by the C~8~ unit cell. The search automatically generated known low-lying structures. Furthermore, many new structures were discovered by the search. Under 100 GPa, four structures that were denser than diamond were obtained. Two among the four corresponded to the previously reported r8 and bc8 structure. The other two were new structures that have never been reported in the literature.

The present results suggest that the PBC/SC-AFIR method is effective for prediction of crystal structures under high pressures. This method would be particularly useful to consider conditions that are not easily reproducible in a laboratory. Hence, further studies on crystal structures of various compositions under high pressures are under progress.

4. Computational Method {#sec4}
=======================

A systematic search for crystal structures under high pressure was performed for the cells containing eight carbon atoms in the unit cell (C~8~ unit cell) by the PBC/SC-AFIR method. The SC-AFIR method systematically defines fragments composed of one or more atoms in a given structure and induces structural deformations by pushing them together or pulling them apart. In addition, the PBC/SC-AFIR method induces deformations in the shape of the unit cell by applying an artificial force to the dummy atom set at the tips of translation vectors (TVs) and the origin. The user can set the value of model collision energy parameter γ, an approximate upper limit of the barrier height which the search overcomes. In this study, γ is set to a very large value, 1000.0 kJ/mol, to find structures in a wide energy range. The structural deformations are applied systematically to local minima (MINs) obtained during the search. Because applying the procedure to all MINs is demanding, MINs to which the procedure is applied are chosen stochastically based on their energy. In this study, to explore a wide variety of structures, the model temperature parameter *T*~R~ which determines how frequently high-energy MINs are chosen is set to a large value 10,000.0 K. The calculation is terminated when the last *N* structural deformation procedures do not update the set of lowest *M* MINs. Here, *M* and *N* are set as *f* and 3*f*, respectively, where *f* is the number of internal degrees of freedom. Further details are described in our previous paper.^[@ref15]^

At zero pressure, the surface of electronic energy *E* is explored. In this study, the surfaces of *E* + *PV* is considered instead, where *P* is the constant pressure, *V* (=det **h**) is the unit cell volume, and **h** is the unit cell. The quantity *E* + *PV* is often referred as enthalpy because it corresponds to the enthalpy when vibrational, rotational, and translational contributions are neglected, and crystal structures under high pressures have been studied through geometry optimizations based on the *E* + *PV* surface.^[@ref47]−[@ref49]^*E* + *PV* also corresponds to the negative value of the Lagrangian for constant pressure molecular dynamic simulations^[@ref50]^ in the limit of zero kinetic energy. The value and gradient of *E* are computed by the DFTB+ code,^[@ref51],[@ref52]^ where the SCC-DFTB method of the DFTB3 model, the pbc-0-3 parameter,^[@ref53]^ the D3 dispersion correction,^[@ref54]^ the electronic temperature of 100.0 K, and the 4 × 4 × 4 Monkhorst--Pack sampling are adopted. The value and gradient of *V* are computed analytically using our own script and added to those for *E* obtained by the DFTB+ code. The automated search based on the enthalpy and its gradient is performed by the PBC/SC-AFIR method implemented in a developer version of the GRRM program.^[@ref55]^ Spglib-1.8.3 was used to determine the space group of the obtained crystal structures.^[@ref56]^ Phonopy-1.10.8 was used to calculate the phonon dispersion.^[@ref57],[@ref58]^ The *k* paths were determined according to the method previously described in the literature.^[@ref59]^ The topological type of new crystal structures was determined by using TopCryst.^[@ref60]^
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